We present an unique experimental arrangement which permits the simultaneous trapping and cooling of ions and neutral atoms, within a Fabry-Perot (FP) cavity. The versatility of this hybrid trap experiment enables a variety of studies with trapped mixtures. The motivations behind the production of such a hybrid trap system are explained, followed by details of how the experiment is put together. Several experiments that have been performed with this system are presented and some opportunities with this system are discussed. However the primary emphasis is focussed on the aspects that pertain to the trapped ions, in this hybrid system.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cooled and trapped atoms and ions have individually been exceptionally important for experiments, ranging from precision measurements [1, 2] to studies of few and many particle physics [3] . This is due to our ability to create these systems in specific motional and internal quantum states, with long trapping times and cold temperatures, allowing precise interrogation of resonances and system response to pertubations. Extending such techniques to trapped mixtures allows inter-species interactions to be measured with most of the above advantages and opens up new possibilities for the study of few and many particle systems. However, usually precision and mixtures are incompatible (because the complexity and demands increase) and special care needs to be taken to retain the advantages of precise manipulation and interrogation while allowing individual components (ions and atoms) to cohabit simultaneously. A good hybrid trap permits the study of such mixtures, with minimum disruption due to the multiple technologies employed to create, manipulate the mixture and detect the resulting phenomena.
Ion-neutral interactions at collision energies below 1 eV is largely unexplored. This is because such experiments have either been done with beams or trapped ions confined within a uniform density distribution of neutral gas [4] . Developments in the cooling of atoms [5] [6] [7] [8] and ions [9, 10] have enabled new experimental systems to be realized, which in effect can allow the binary collision energy for ions and atoms to from eV to µeV to be investigated.
In addition the strong attractive ion-atom interaction (−α/r 4 , where α is the atomic polarizability and r is the ion-atom seperation) can lead to few and many particle interactions in the dilute gas mixture [11] . Since the trapping mechanisms for ions and atoms are quite different, the construction of hybrid traps capable of holding cold ensembles of both is not obvious. However, recently several groups have successfully demonstrated hybrid traps for this purpose, by combining magneto-optically trapped atoms [12] [13] [14] [15] , or degenerate atomic gases [16, 17] with ion(s) in versions of the linear Paul trap.
In this article we discuss a hybrid trap for cold atoms overlapped with ions within an trap analogus to a spherical Paul trap [18] . The experimental configuration allows the construction of a moderate finesse Fabry-Perot (FP) cavity around the trapped ion-atom mixture.
This addition can be viewed as the next level of hybridization, where the atoms in the cavity mode can exhibit collective strong coupling with cavity photons on atomic resonances, 2 therefore opening up fresh possibilities to manipulate and detect ion-atom mixtures. Due to the constraints inherent in the construction of the experiment, the ion trap constructed here has several non-standard features. Below we discuss these features in some detail, highlighting the advantages of this construction, presenting some experimental results and future prospects.
II. HYBRID TRAP ASSEMBLY
A. Vacuum system and electrode configuration
The schematic diagram for ultra high vacuum chamber (≈ 10 −10 mbar) and the principle components of the experiment is illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . The experiment is contained within a compact stainless steel chamber (Kimball Physics TM ) with 16 CF16 and 2 CF100
ports, which allows sufficient optical and electrical access. The electrode configuration in Details of the MOT production and diagnostic have been discussed in earlier work [19, 20] .
C. Modified spherical Paul trap
The thin-wire ion trap (T-WIT) is loaded with atomic ions by two-photon ionization from the MOT. For the case of the 85 Rb + ion, we find [20] that optimal stable ion trapping occurs at an rf voltage, V rf = 80 V, and a constant voltage, V outer = −5 V on the outer pair of wires, when the rf value is ν rf = 500 kHz. The secular trap depth is determined to be 300 meV for 85 Rb + trapped in the field configuration mentioned above. In addition to the alkali atom sources, a calcium (Ca) dispenser is also present, which can once again be two-photon ionized from hot vapour and trapped. The stable operating voltage combinations (V rf on inner wire pair and V outer on the outer wire pair) is found by solving the single particle equation of motion in Mathematica TM using potentials derived in SIMION TM . Fig. 2(c) shows the stability region for K + , Ca + , Rb + and Cs + ions at rf frequency 500 kHz. The Ca + ions can be directly laser cooled and therefore can also be detected by fluorescence.
D. Ion detection
As the ionized alkali atoms do not fluoresce at optical frequencies due to their closed shell electronic structure, alternative methods for detection are required. In the experiment, the channel electron multiplier (CEM), operates as a charge counting device. The natural location for the CEM is on the symmetry axis of the system [14] . Since that is also the cavity axis, the CEM is mounted transverse to the axis of the experiment, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Here only the schematic assembly is illustrated, without the details of the CEM housing and the isolation grid in front of the CEM, to shield the trapped ions from the very large voltages applied to the CEM. The off-axis transverse extraction from the ion trap is a complex process, and the reliability needs to be established, in terms of the ion numbers detected, so that the number of ions present in the atom-cavity system at any given time can be measured. Due to the various voltages present in the system, pulsed extraction of the ions from the trap is implemented. As seen in Fig. 1 , the proximity of the CEM coupled with large extraction voltages result in a few microseconds of flight time and the arrival time distribution can be very small, leading to detection pile-up (detector saturation). Strategies have therefore been evolved measure a large number of trapped ions with confidence in our experiment [21] .
E. Fabry-Perot cavity
The centers of the atom trap and the ion trap coincides with the center of the chamber, which is on the axis of the Fabry-Perot (FP) cavity. This is ensured by referencing all the traps with the four SS316 rod structure and therefore constructing about a common axis. corresponding to a finesse of ≈ 2400. The waist at the centre of the TEM 00 mode is 78 µm.
III. EXPERIMENTS WITH THE HYBRID TRAP
A. Ion-atom mixture experiments
The above instrument has been used to demonstrate simultaneous trapping of Rb atoms,
and Rb + ions [20] . The ions are created by the resonant two-photon ionization of MOT atoms [14] (780nm + 473nm), in close proximity to the center of the overlapped ion trap, and with the velocity of the parent atom. This ensures that the loading efficiency of the ions is very high, because matching the ion to the instantaneous phase of the rf field is automatically satisfied. However the trapping field pumps kinetic energy into the ions within a few rf cycles, so the initially small ion velocities rapidly increase to reflect the trap depth. In this circumstance, the ions need to be cooled so that they can be trapped for long times and their populations in the ion trap is stabilized. Since for alkali ions the lowest energy fluorescing transitions lie in the vacuum ultraviolet, straight-forward laser cooling is not possible. Using such wavelengths for laser cooling would ionize the MOT atoms [22] and therefore not be conducive for producing a stable ion-atom mixture.
The above experimental situation differs significantly from when the ions and atoms are independently laser cooled and mixed, because in that case, the steady state engineered is only very weakly (if at all) dependent on the ion-atom interaction. Here however, no independent cooling channel exists for the trapped ions and therefore, if the trapped ions are to survive, the interaction (binary ion-atom collision) must cool them. This has been demonstrated in our experiments with Rb mixtures [20, 23] , and independently with Na mixtures [24] . These experiments therefore show that sympathetic cooling by collisions between ions and atoms of equal mass is possible and efficient. At the collision energies in the experiment, elastic and resonant charge exchange collisions are the dominant binary collision channels. Since the atoms are laser cooled, they can be assumed to be at rest, relative to the velocities of the ion. Therefore, in any ion-atom collision, the atom gains kinetic energy. Whether the ion cools in the collision depends on whether the micromotion (field synchronous motion), or the macromotion (secular orbital motion) energy is transferred to the atom. Since the micromotion is ion position and rf field dependent, any collisional reduction in micromotion velocity is regained instantly post collision, and therefore does not contribute to ion cooling. A collisional reduction of macromotion however results in a tighter ion orbit, and therefore a cooling of ion motion. Since the macromotion velocity is maximum at the center of the ion trap, which is the location of the MOT atoms (the MOT volume is much smaller than the ion trap volume), the conditions are ideal for collisional cooling of the ion. While both elastic and resonant charge exchange collisions participate in the cooling of the ion and it is the localized atom distribution which results in collisions exclusively at the trap center that enables the cooling [23] . Further, in the resonant charge exchange channel, the prospect of bringing a fast ion to rest, in a single glancing collision exists, when the ion and the atom swap charge states, without significant change in the dynamical quantities. Fig. 3 
B. Requirement for a cavity
The purpose behind building the cavity around the ion-atom mixtures is (a) to use the cavity to manipulate the cold trapped species and (b) for probing of the results of ion-atom interactions, in-situ. Manipulation of the trapped system can be done, for example, by imposing a standing wave dipole trapping field on the mixture. Typically, the laser cooled species can be detected in fluorescence. However, when multiple species are present, then the ability to detect a specific species or state becomes very challenging. The FP cavity such as the one discussed above, couples only to specific frequencies and therefore is a very high quality spectral filter for the detection. Detection can either be by fluorescence coupling from the trapped quantum system (Fig. 4(b) ) or by developing the atom-cavity collective strong coupling (Fig. 4(c) ) as a generic tool for the detection of interactions as is discussed below.
C. Atom-cavity collective strong coupling experiment
In the dressed state picture, a single atom in its ground state with a photon in the single electromagnetic(EM) mode, |g, 1 , is degenerate with the atom in its exited state with no photon in the mode, |e, 0 [26, 27] . When the atom couples strongly with the EM mode, as a result of the interaction, the degeneracy is lifted by a factor of 2g 0 , where g 0 is the single atom-cavity coupling [26] [27] [28] . The strong coupling is manifest when g 0 >(κ, γ), where kappa is the photon decay rate from the cavity and gamma is the natural linewidth of the atomic transition from |e → |g . In the present experiment, the relatively large length of the cavity decreases the finesse, to the point where our single atom-cavity coupling g 0 <(κ, γ).
Nevertheless, when a large number of atoms are present in the cavity mode volume, as in the case when we make a MOT within the cavity, the collective coupling of N atoms are not necessarily to a single state.
In Fig. 4(c) , we demonstrate the collective normal mode splitting on the transition from 
IV. OTHER FEATURES AND PROSPECTS WITH THE HYBRID TRAP
In principle all the experiments described so far would also be possible with a segmented linear Paul trap with an axial cavity. Where the thin-wire structure comes into its own is in its ability to allow strong constant fields about the trap volume. Fig 5(a) demonstrates that a relatively large electric field can be applied to trapped ensembles of atoms and molecules, which could then be probed by the cavity to make precision measurements on cold gases with tunable electric fields [34] . A further prospect with this electrode structure is the trapping of polar molecules, which can be done by a straight forward implementation of a gradient field trap, as demonstrated by Kleinert et. al. [35] . [36] [37] [38] [39] . In addition there are two overlapping ion traps in this configuration (linear and modified spherical) which can be used flexibly to many purposes. The experiment supports many atomic species and allows the production, manipulation and detection of molecular ions. The cavity can be utilized to define standing wave dipole traps for the neutral cold atoms and molecules, which can be overlapped with the trapped ions. Laser coolable ions of Ca + can be used so that the optical detection of ions can be used for specific experiments.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a novel design of ion trap combined with overlapped cold atom traps, and the mixture is contained in a cavity, which is a trap for resonant light. To our knowledge, this is the first realization of all these simultaneous and interacting elements of atomic physics. Molecules are also trappable in this apparatus, making it a very versatile experi-mental apparatus. The experiments discussed, which demonstrate the power and the utility of the apparatus are merely the tip of the iceberg, with respect to the potential of the system for doing mixed species experiment.
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